
    

      

 

       

             

             

           

              

               

              

          

 

         

    

               

          

          

              

            

     

 

           

   

               

            

            

      

          

Sessions at a Glance 

Data Strategies Developers | March  

Keynote: The Future of Data-Centric App Dev 

Modern apps create powerful experiences and valuable insights using a new generation of 

data technologies. Yet, the breadth and depth of data technologies used make application 

development complex. Join Juan Loaiza, executive vice president of mission-critical database 

technologies at Oracle, to learn how you can eliminate complexity by leveraging a complete 

and simple database strategy to build and run apps that quickly adapt to challenges and 

opportunities. Juan will also share insights into what’s coming next from the database team. 

Juan Loaiza, Executive Vice President - Mission-Critical Database Technologies 

Breakout Session: Simplify Modern Application Development Using Java, .NET, 

Python, and Node.js 

In this session, see how you can rapidly develop and deploy your applications using your 

favorite programming language and IDE (integrated development environment). Learn about 

new features in asynchronous programming, cloud native computing, and mission-critical 

capabilities. We’ll focus on the latest thin drivers (Java, .NET, Python, and Node.js), framework 

integration, and IDE extensions (Visual Studio Code, Visual Studio, Eclipse and IntelliJ). 

Santanu Datta, Software Development VP 

Breakout Session: Embedding AI and Machine Learning in Your Application Using 

Oracle Machine Learning 

Producing a machine learning (ML) model is only part of the solution. Deploying and scaling 

those models—and broader Python and R-based solutions—in production is often the other, 

more challenging part. Learn about options for streamlining solution deployment using Oracle 

Machine Learning with Oracle Autonomous Database. 

Mark Hornick, Sr. Director, Data Science / Machine Learning PM 



       

            

            

             

               

             

         

     

 

           

  

            

                

              

            

    

 

            

               

                 

             

 

        

      

 

          

             

               

                

              

         

            

           

Breakout Session: Graph Analytics for SQL Developers 

Graphs make it simple to analyze relationships, find indirect dependencies, and uncover 

anomalous patterns in data. With native support for graphs, standard query languages 

SQL/PGQ and SPARQL, and Java and Python APIs for prebuilt graph algorithms, SQL 

developers can use popular and built-in database tools to work with graphs. We’ll show code 

examples to help you easily create graphs from relational tables—and query, analyze, and 

visualize graphs—all using Graph Studio in Oracle Autonomous Database. 

Melliyal Annamalai, Distinguished Product Manager 

Breakout Session: Modern App Development with JSON Document Support and the 

MongoDB API 

Many developers prefer document databases and JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) to store 

and manage application data. This session shows how easy it is to store and process JSON 

data in Oracle Database, how to use the MongoDB-compatible API, and how SQL and 

document APIs can be used together to solve different JSON use cases. 

Beda Hammerschmidt, Senior Director 

Breakout Session: Low Code: Where It Fits in the App Dev Universe 

In this session, you’ll learn about new trends in low-code application development, see a live 

demo of how to build a cloud and mobile app within minutes, explore common use cases for 

low code, and discover how to incorporate low code into your application development 

process. 

Ashish Mohindroo, VP of Product Management / Strategy 

Jayson Hanes, Senior Principal Product Manager 

Breakout Session: Simplify DevOps with Microservices and Mobile Backends 

Developers who build microservices and mobile applications need a highly scalable backend to 

run them on. In this session, learn about exciting new developer capabilities from Oracle that 

enable you to run a backend “as a service” for your applications. This new approach lets 

developers focus on writing their applications by providing simple APIs to access a scalable, 

secure backend. This already-built backend includes workflow, API management, 

observability, configuration management, and service discovery with all the power of the 

Oracle Autonomous Database. You’ll also learn about Oracle Transaction Manager for 



         

         

    

 

          

             

           

                

              

                

           

             

             

      

     

 

          

          

            

                

          

             

          

   

      

 

       

             

             

                

              

                

             

     

      

Microservices (MicroTx) that provides transaction management for microservices and 

supports XA, long-running actions (LRAs), and the Try-Confirm/Cancel protocol. 

Mark Nelson. Developer Evangelist 

Breakout Session: Application Flexibility, Agility, and Scale with Oracle Multitenant 

The conceptual phase—where you've got a great idea—is one extreme of the application 

maturity spectrum. Highly mature apps boasting decades of invested intellectual property 

exist at the other extreme. Regardless of where your app is on the maturity spectrum, Oracle 

Multitenant is the ideal database architecture for world-class SaaS. In this session, you’ll learn 

how cloud-native apps can achieve isolation and agility as well as the huge economies of scale 

delivered by first-generation SaaS architectures. You’ll also discover how traditional apps, 

originally designed for standalone deployment on premises, can be upgraded to realize the 

economies of scale of SaaS, without sacrificing the isolation and agility of standalone 

deployment and without requiring application changes. 

Patrick Wheeler, VP, Product Management 

Breakout Session: Kubernetes, Containers, and Microservices with the Oracle Database 

Kubernetes, containers, and microservices are important technologies for developing and 

deploying applications. While these technologies are very compelling, there’s a very high 

failure rate in their adoption. In this session, we’ll show you how Oracle is embracing and 

extending Kubernetes to enable developers to successfully build mission-critical applications 

using these technologies. We’ll also share how to best leverage Oracle’s capabilities to 

implement proven microservices patterns such as event sourcing, transactional outbox, 

idempotent, and more. 

Wei Hu, SVP, High Availability Technologies 

Breakout Session: Stream Processing for Data Mesh 

This session provides a hands-on look at stream processing data mesh capabilities using 

Oracle Stream Analytics. It will leverage the MovieStream demonstration by extending the use 

case to add machine learning scoring algorithms in real time, alarms and alerts based on user 

activities, and real-time data preparation for data pipelines that will load a downstream data 

lakehouse. You’ll also learn how to take stream processing to the edge and get a detailed 

comparison with proprietary tools like Confluent KSQL and open source frameworks such as 

Apache Flink and Spark Streaming. 

Alex Kotopoulis, Director of Product Management 



    

             

           

                

             

               

         

       

 

       

             

               

               

                 

            

          

       

 

         

              

                 

          

              

                  

             

              

     

    

 

         

              

              

                

             

               

Breakout Session: Zero-Downtime Applications 

Today’s applications need to be available 24/7. To meet this requirement, applications must 

remain operational during various outage types and application updates. Handling such 

updates is easier in the case of stateless applications, but it imposes a challenge if the 

application state needs to be maintained. In this presentation, you’ll learn why managing 

application state in tables within an Oracle database is the best way to transparently ensure 

application continuity across database failures and during application upgrades. 

Markus Michalewicz, Vice President of Product Management 

Hands-On Lab: Hot-Rolling Application Upgrades Without Downtime 

The edition-based redefinition (EBR) capability in Oracle Database provides the ability to do 

online application upgrades without the need for any downtime. In this lab, we’ll explore the 

building blocks of EBR and build out a schema using the popular Liquibase schema versioning 

tool and SQLcl. We’ll also walk through how EBR can be used to enable CI/CD processes to 

ensure maximum flexibility and availability. Attendees must bring their own laptop to 

participate. This hands-on lab is only available to in-person attendees. 

Glen Hawkins, Senior Director of Product Management 

Hands-On Lab: Build a Working Application for Cloud Banking 

In this lab, you’ll build a sample application, CloudBank, by utilizing Spring Boot microservices 

for a fully working application that you can take with you when you leave. You’ll learn about 

service discovery, external configuration, workflow, API management, and observability. Then 

you’ll deploy the full application and a React front-end web application that allows customers 

to see their account history, make transfers, apply for credit, and more. See how easy it is to 

use the Oracle database’s relational, document, spatial, and machine learning data types in 

your microservices. Attendees must bring their own laptop to participate. This hands-on lab is 

only available to in-person attendees. 

Mark Nelson, Developer Evangelist 

Hands-On Lab: Get Started with Graph Analytics in Minutes 

Graph analytics are used to detect fraud, find influencers in social networks, do what-if 

analysis in manufacturing workflows, and so much more. With Oracle Graph you can model 

your relational tables as a set of connected entities to uncover new insights based on the 

connections. Graph Studio in Oracle Autonomous Database makes it easy to create, query, 

analyze, and visualize graphs. In this hands-on lab, you’ll use these powerful features to detect 



              

              

             

              

    

     

 

              

         

             

           

           

            

             

               

            

                 

                

           

              

    

        

    

 

             

               

            

             

              

                 

             

                 

              

     

 

fraud in a financial transactions dataset in the database. You’ll use automated graph modeling 

tools, a SQL-like graph query language, and prebuilt graph algorithms to explore and analyze 

this data. You’ll also create and query an RDF (resource description framework) knowledge 

graph. Attendees must bring their own laptop to participate. This hands-on lab is only 

available to in-person attendees. 

Melliyal Annamalai, Distinguished Product Manager 

Hands-On Lab: Inconsistent Data and Financial Losses Are a Thing of the Past: Making 

Distributed Transactions Easy with Oracle Transaction Manager for Microservices 

Do you worry about inconsistent data and financial losses? Oracle Transaction Manager for 

Microservices (MicroTx) can make distributed transactions easy. As organizations rush to 

adopt microservices architecture, they often run into problems associated with data 

consistency because each microservice typically has its own database or resource. MicroTx 

provides a transaction coordinator microservice to aid in maintaining consistency in the state 

of various databases participating in a transaction. In this lab, you’ll deploy and run two 

microservices-based apps built using Spring Boot and Helidon frameworks in a Kubernetes 

cluster. One of the apps uses the XA standard for strong consistency and the other uses Sagas 

or long-running actions (LRAs) for eventual consistency. Learn how easy it is to enhance your 

existing applications with distributed transaction capabilities to ensure consistent data across 

microservices. Attendees must bring their own laptop to participate. This hands-on lab is only 

available to in-person attendees. 

Brijesh Deo, Consulting Member of Technical Staff 

Todd Little, Architect 

Hands-On Lab: React + SpringBoot + Oracle Autonomous Database = Native Cloud App 

This hands-on lab guides you through setting up a cloud native application in Oracle Cloud 

Infrastructure (OCI). You’ll provision resources via Terraform, build and deploy a docker 

container in Oracle Container Engine for Kubernetes (OKE), and see how to integrate 

SpringBoot to build your microservices in OCI. The React-based frontend calls the APIs that 

are built using SpringBoot, and the user is able to clone the repository locally to make changes 

that will reflect in the database. This workshop also showcases cross-origin resource sharing 

(CORS) in API gateway so only allowed origins are able to access the API. Attendees must bring 

their own laptop to participate. This hands-on lab is only available to in-person attendees. 

Nirmala Sundarappa, Principal Product Manager 



         

                  

              

              

         

               

     

     

Hands-On Lab: Getting Started with Python and Oracle Database 

In this lab, you’ll get your hands on Python and Oracle Database as you explore the features of 

the python-oracledb driver. This latest release of the widely used cx_Oracle driver introduces a 

new ‘thin’ mode for direct connection to the database. Learn best practices and efficient 

techniques for connection management, connection pooling, statement handling, and 

working with data. Attendees must bring their own laptop to participate. This hands-on lab is 

only available to in-person attendees. 

Veronica Dumitriu, Principal Product Manager 




